4:00 P.M. Call to order and Roll Call.

Appearances.

Unfinished Business:

1. Accessibility around the community.

New Business:

Other.

Adjourn.
City Tour Continued Summer/Fall 2019
Submitted by email to City of TH 6/29/2020
Pictures and Recommendations or further research needed based on tours with Councilman Jussiala and Jenna Udenberg.

Lakeview Park

Easy Fixes-
- Move accessible picnic tables up in pavillion and near pavillion out on grass
- Move a grilling spot near the path or closer to pavillon on flat ground
- Keep garbage cans farther apart for wheelies to fit through on pavillion area- picnic tables too.
- Clean graffiti :

Medium Fixes-
- Complete the gravel path to the pavillion
- Put another handicap parking spot with a boulevard landing pad that connects to pavillion path so van users can park and get out. Best would be an ADA sidewalk instead of gravel.
- Having at least one more accessible trash can at each site- no heavy wood lids but push in type top.

Trickier Fixes-
- No sidewalks lead to park- asphalt paths are better than cement sidewalks and could be great to work with trails and paths to get some asphalt paths around and thru the park.
- Bathrooms need lots of work. One brick stall removed so you can get wheelchair on side of commode. Accessible sink hardware and lighter pressure on doors to get in. Toilet height needs to meet ADA code.
From what I understand this is the old area and we are looking to replace or tear this down and rebuild? But in case that is a way off...

**Easy Fixes:**
- Moving soap, paper towel dispensers to a height and location wc users and kids can use.
- Higher benches to sit on- folks with hip/knee issues would struggle
- Lower or add lower hanging places- not everyone is 6 foot with long arms :)
- Paths that lead to and from this bathroom/shower location
- Signs to know it is here and where the more accessible bath house is.

**Medium Fixes:**
- Shower seat height raised a couple of inches to 19" from floor
- Handheld shower?
- Slope up into shower area

**Trickier Fixes:**
- Remove walls around commode so wheelchair can go alongside the commode
- Rearrange shower fixtures to be more accessible and wheelchair can go alongside the seat.

**Newer Bathhouse by the playground in old part...**
Back accessible bathroom/shower room that has NO SIGNAGE to know it is there or parking and poor access by road or sidewalks. Awesome job on dryer, towels, and soap!!!

Easy Fixes:
- Lower or add lower hooks
- Leave handheld shower lower/have sign to instruct/post # for help/assistance
- Change toilet paper dispenser to free roll and lower
- Change location of female sanitary container- can't reach behind
- Provide a non slip mat- as requested if afraid of stealing- floor is very slippery

Medium Fixes:
- Door lock and light switch are pretty high- on purpose?
- Awesome having a side mounted shower water controller- not sure you can reach it from bench though- hard to see in my pictures.
- Provide

Trickier Fixes:
- A wheelchair can not fit in the stall and definitely can not turn around. The shower stall is so narrow and long there is not a curtain to protect your chair from shower if you can use it in the current state. Remove wall and have curtains instead.
Front non-accessible bathhouse area by playground

East fixes:
- Move the soap dispenser in the bathrooms so folks can wash hands without needing the main bathroom that is more accessible but could be busy for long periods of time.
- Doors are heavy to push open on your own
- Signage to the back accessible bathroom/shower room

Single Stall stand alone restroom in old part of campground

Easier Fixes:
- Put sidewalk to the restroom from the good sidewalk
- Lower sanitizer dispenser
- Make a parking spot since it is far away from camping spots and only accessible bathroom
- Get rid of all the grass between the sidewalks or put a paved path on the hills instead of sidewalks.

New campground areas...
Easy fixes:
- Already talked about but not done: moving accessible spot closer to bathhouse on top
- Find accessible campsites in other places about the firepit, water connections, and paths around the sites
- More dog poop stations closer to the sidewalk not out in the grass if possible.

4th picture just shows a weird choice in the design of the outside space... do people in chairs really have to wheel farther to get to the main area to shower than folks that can take the few stairs up???

Not pictured: No handicap parking in front of the bathhouse, Lake County Chamber of Commerce, or at the Campground Office. Also the campground map could be redone to include accessibility features and maybe we need to research ADA campsites to make sure we have a few of each kind near the main spots of bathhouses or other amenities.
Easy Fixes:

- Replace sidewalk that is broken up
- Spinning wheel maybe ok but maybe broke?
- Cement platform in the playground is completely exposed instead of being covered or taken out.
- Have a grilling station closer to the cement or put a cement area around a grill so folks on wheels can grill
- Add a handicap parking by the softball fields...there used to be one but didn't see one on this trip
- Try to have accessible porta potties around town :)

Odegard Park
Segog Park

Ideas as this area is finished up:

- Sidewalk or better yet a paved path to the warming house/building
- Handicap parking by building and the pavillion?
- Great swings and other access
- Remove or better yet replace the bball hoop and redo the cement with a paved path to get over there
- Paths to get around this big park would be great for spectators for soccer etc

Community Center

Easy fixes:

- Move soap dispensers to the side walls
- Get smaller table in womens bathroom to increase access to toilet
- More accessible faucet handles

Medium fixes:

- Thresholds at doors and handicap parking spots on west side as front ramp is a HUGE nightmare

TH Airport-
I didn’t take pictures but most of the space is great. Maybe consider some higher seats in the meeting area as most chairs and couches are very low for older folks or those with hip/knee or transfer issues. Bathrooms were pretty good but new placement of soap, paper towel, mirrors, and coat hanger would make it great.

City hall upper entry
- Signage by handicap parking and maybe by front door too
- Push buttons on all exterior doors and entry points
- Chamber ramp to councilor seating is pretty steep and has a bump instead of zero threshold
  - Accessible water fountain needed with three buttons not just the circle one button
  - Women’s bathroom needs the privacy guard removed and move privacy bar to behind the toilet.
Move soap dispenser to the wall by paper towel dispenser. Lessen tension on the door. Same for men’s bathroom. Men need a lock.
- Handle on the door that blocks Dan’s office from the hallway to bathrooms. (low priority)

City Hall Lower Entry
- Dropbox being tall or at least a handle change direction so it pulls down and not a lift door
- Power button for the front door
- Pullout for signing papers in the front area
- Sucky outdoor mat - need low impact and not sinkable mats for small tires

Bathhouse by Chamber
- Family bathroom door locked with code - maybe get a badge system
- The door to the family bathroom is too heavy/too much tension
- Need second shower curtain to block a wheelchair from getting wet.
- Sign for patrons to put showerhead in lowest position when done
- Bath bench need feet for current ADA code
- Move soap closer to the edge and lower
- Door lock high and the lock doesn’t work cause door bumpers are missing
- Women’s and men’s bathrooms need the same soap dispensers, curtains, and signs issues.

Liquor store
- Doors need buttons and for the entryway to be free of other displays
- Patrons may need help getting things out of coolers due to so many displays which could get hung up in wheels from behind.

Library
- Bathrooms being converted to unisex bathrooms
- Get rid of privacy guard
- Move soap dispensers
- Move the changing table to sink wall and remove some counter space. Lower the changing table just a little.

Community Center - talked about didn’t tour
- Add a handicap parking spot or two by the side/dumpster entrance
- add buttons to the main entrance
- fix the multiple bumps into the front of the building
- poss change side door to an inswing door so it too could have a button some day.
- Jenna hasn't seen the renovated bathrooms but will inspect and report the next time she is at CC.

Other areas of discussion:
- put handicap parking spot with filled in Boulevard on 3rd Ave of Bandshell Park.
- add wheelchair accessible picnic able to Bandshell Park
- add wheelchair accessible picnic table to upper campground spot near the bathhouse
- add cement to Lakeview Park so wheelchairs can get from sidewalk to picnic area and accessible table not using class 5 route.
- Getting Minne evac paths redone for sidewalks wide enough for the city snow blower to run on.
Jenna will work on getting County to make sidewalk on the parking lot to Emmanuel's lot fixed.